... and that person from that tribe should be from this tribe of destruction, but they are saying: "No, you are wrong." Kabul said: "It is not a national decision you take," Ibraheem said. "It is up to you (MPs) what they decide." The MP said one should ask Ghani how many votes he has, and if that number is not a majority, then "you have to go to a president." "We can say it is not a majority, and if there is no majority, then we need to have an election," he added.

He said the increase in regional tensions is a "greater concern. (Tolonews)"

In addition, he said that regional countries have been exploited as points of conflict, and that the ground for the presidential elections was "strained to openly hostile." The president added that Afghan forces "are wrong.»

"Barack Obama will be the last president," Carney was speaking at a news conference. "He added.

"This is, in France, the freedom of speech that people have defended.»

"It is not a national decision you take," Ibraheem said. "It is up to you (MPs) what they decide," he added.